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Each living person in this world tries to leave good memory, to make good running after his/her 
death and wants to do all of them. The life is such thing, however you in hurry, in running, 
anyway destiny does its part, in any condition and time person can die.  

After person’s death, his works, goodness, cultural and educational heritage remain in people’s 
memory forever, also good person never die, and they live forever in the memory of disciples, 
followers and children. One of the respected and esteemed person was Gaybulloh as-Salom, no 
matter how he was great, educated he always lived in small way and plainly. 

This mentor was scientist, scholar, professor, he was famous for his good behavior, sincerity 
and broken heart, noble and honorable person is always in the memory of people. Many poets, 
writers, journalists and professors wrote and gave their opinion about his life and creative 
activity; on the first place they wrote that he was real, frank person, he always was in a close 
relationship with his   

disciples, main thing is that when he was hurt by persons he never revenged, on the contrary he 
always tried to help them.  

One of the close disciple Saydi Umirov in his book devoted to professor “Running river” he 
memorizes his mentor…”Each person is poet and creator inherently. If person hadn’t a hit, such 
talent wouldn’t develop, it will stay only in poem. Person faced with word and pain, in the result 
of emotions can be a poet.    

Such person became a friend with word, argue, win, lose, has enjoyable suffer, feed family with 
pen”. Also Saydi Umirov memorizes professor with deep missing, broken heart: “Many years 
were passed since the death of professor, but  

disciples, followers, children can’t submit his death: in their thoughts he will appear with his 
poems in newspapers “Xalq so’zi” (People’s word), “O’zbekiston ovozi” (Voice of 
Uzbekistan), “Milliy tiklanish” (National renew), “Adolat” (Fairness), “Yozuvchi”(Writer), 
“Muloqot” (Communication), having a good conversation in television, presenting his new 
book to his audiences…”. 

Light image of mentor will stay in people and disciples’ heart forever.  

Peoples poet of Uzbekistan Erkin Vohidov describes followings in his memory: “Gaybulloh as-
Salom was scientist. I am acknowledged with articles written by his disciples, followers about 



his scientific and theoretical works. I was surprised with his interest to chess as a mean of 
controlling mind. During our travelling I knew Gaybulloh as-Salom could compete with 
masters of chess. He looked very joyful, easy going person, but could keep “mountains” in his 
heart. He could share his happiness with people, but always kept his sadness inside. Hearing 
such warm words from close persons you can feel deep respect and love towards this person.    

Gaybulloh as-Salom was scientist, professor, great person of high taste, he could write in the 
level of art, had wonderful handwriting.  

According this thoughts Ibrohim Gafurov wrote following: “I have read many articles, works 
and handwritings of G’aybulloh as-Salom Nobody can be as him. He wrote his works in unusual 
way. He always used colored pencils, markers, decorated and pointed headings. I liked to watch 
and leaf through his handwritings as great art. Mainly I compare him as calligrapher. I always 
thought where he got such art and talent. Looking through his valuable works, I thought that 
that the owner of such wonderful works and handwritings, his heart and hand must be wonderful 
also. I learned from graphology wonderful handwriting is the sign of beautiful heart. It is small 
wonder that, that such person was real great in different fields, and even he could find time for 
music.  

Najmiddin Komilov states him as a clever and real person, person who had hundreds of 
disciples. He wrote the followings about his deep attention to lessons: ”High quality of his 
lessons, lectures took deep place in students’ heart.hewas against predicant lessons. He could 
find way to the hearts of students, answered to all their interested questions, lesson became vital 
conversation.  

G’aybulloh as-Salom could attract auditory, could easily explain literature, that listener admired 
him. Professor spoke sincerely, firstly he admired the works, themes written by himself, his 
face was becoming red and eyes began to sparkle. In the result listener was influenced by him. 
“Undoubtedly it means that G’aybulloh as-Salom admired his works himself, he was eager to 
learn something new.    

Only the person who eager to learn something new, could share his knowledge with others and 
tries to spread his/her knowledge. 

Zuhriddin Isomiddinov knew G’aybulloh as-Salom as a real person with strong knowledge and 
he remembered professor as he was not only the person with strong knowledge, but kind, polite 
and was happy that he had met such person as him: “Thinking I came to the conclusion – 
communication with professor two hours made person calm spiritually, in spite of having 
difficulties in research work and difficulties you faced with seem unimportant, person who feels 
as a little bird two hours ago began to think himself as a powerful and person who could solve 
any problem”.  

From the memories of his disciples, their mentor many days of his life he spent on oeuvre, 
writing articles, working out essays in the watches of night, having lessons in the University in 
the watches of morning, his hardworking, , he never said ”I am tired” which made surprise 
everybody: To tell the truth every opinion stated by his disciples, was from heart, sincerely and 
make interest in not only his oeuvre life but in his inner and secret and undercover world.    



But sincerely love and beautiful poems of his children to his father don’t stand without attention, 
inspire you. Article named “My lovely dad” written by Nazira as-Salom, daughter of professor, 
shared her dearest memories with her disciple:” Devotion to his family, love towards his 
children and grandchildren was wonderful. He always respected and appreciated my mother. 
He treated with his grandson Sindbod as an grown up man. Gaybulla as-Salom was master of 
chess and liked to play with him when Sindbad was five or six years old.” He will be professor; 
I have much hopes of him” he always said. He always treated with people equal, never hurted 
anyone even his enemies, he knew that bad people would be punished by God.    

One of his character was that he was clean, even he was hurted by someone he never revenged. 
Gaybulla as-Salom always tried to help even to his enemies, showed them right way. Such 
qualities, beautiful behavior, seriousness, deep thinking suited to clever and kind persons….    

Gaybulla as-Salom was person of deep thinking and had great cultural world. 

There are many people in the world who try to hurt, find mistakes from kind persons, they are 
captious.  

Unfortunately, our life is not equal, as hearts of people…if people were kind, polite all people 
would be saint. 

Our master shared with his opinions about person’s life, spirituality, behavior, thoughts.” 
Nobody can win over the people who have Koran in their hand, honest and kind”.   

 “The sun appears in drop. It is so simple, but at the same time wonderful! This miracle that 
created by Allah. It is guarantee and proof of his existence. Undoubtedly he must spread light 
around himself.” 

“Everything can be broken but not heart, humanity, shyness, belief, the place of culture.” 

Professor in his book “Tolibnoma” stated about humanity and how it is important to be real 
person: “Great specialist: how is difficult to be an engineer, a doctor, and cosmonaut, it is also 
difficult to be a real person.”  

I always compare great scientist Gaybulloh as-Salom with sea. Because we must take benefits 
from this sea as such way of thinking would be flourished in us. I wish future generation used 
and learned it. 
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